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JESSE R. CORE,- III, 3022 St. Charles Avenue, stated that he was presently Director of the Jesse R..Core Public Relations. Firm located in Room 211 International Trade Mart, 134 Cat') Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, and added that he was alsopresently doing public' relations political work for his Slien, ROOM F. MEMNON, Candidate ter Govesmor, State of Louisiana. 

He stated that sometime during the middle of the month in September, 1963 when he was conferring with political- associates at the Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, he heard a rumor that someone was picketing the International Trade Mart and telephoned radio station WDSU to inquire it the Trade Mart was being picketed. He stated that he vas informed that it had been reported that pickets were located at this mart and CORE added that he was aware that this mart had previously been picketed by extremist groups, the names of which groups he had never been made aware but explained that to his knowledge , they were small groups of males but predominately females who pick-. oted-  both City Hall and International House at New Orleans, as these buildings had displayed the United Nations Flag. 

CORE stated that he immediately went over to this mart to "see what was going on" and noted at this location two persons who appeared to be handing out leaflets bearing the notation "Hands Off Cuba" and a name stamped "L. H. OSWALD , 4907 Magazine Street, New Orleans, Louisiana ". 

He stated that at this location he immediately conferred with a friend of his and Trade Mart Associate named JOHN ALICE, owner of John Alice & Company, Import Export Firm,.International Trade Mart, 124 Camp Street, New Orleans, Louisiana. He stated that ALICE showed him a handbill similar to the one described above and CORE added that he was so angered with the entire idea of someone passing out such handbills, that he immediately wadded the handbill up and threw it in the face of one person passing out such handbills. CORE stated in addition he cursed this individual and called him a Communist. 

CORE explained that the person at whom he threw this handbill moved his head slightly and did not speak to him but gavojaim A "coldAud icy" stare.  
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COUX stated that on thim eaaasion he did not know the 
name of this individual but explained that without any doubt 
this individual was directing the activitis on this occasion 

at the Trade Mart and further explained that it was not until 

November 22, 1963 when LEE HARVEY OSWALD's picture appeared 

on television that he was aware that the individual who was 

passing out these handbills on this occasion was identical 

with LEE HARVEY OSWALD. He advised that neither prior to 

this occasion nor subsequent to it had he seen this individual ' 

with the obvious exception of seeing OSWALD's picture on television 

in connection with the assassination of President JOHN F. KENNEDY. 

He described OSWALD as approximately under 30, 5'8" tall, 150 

pounds, appearing frail with his hair thinning in front and 

appearing dark but not black. 

Shortly after the above described incident CORE 

stated he went to his office in the Trade Mart and while there 

received a telephone call from someone located at Radio Station 

WDSU who inquired of CORE if a cameraman had arrived.at  the 

Trade Mart and if pictures were being taken ot the r.ctivity 

at this location. He stated that he informed the person who 
called from this station that while he was observing the 

activity at this location a photographer from this radio 

station was observed to be taking pictures. 

CORE was furnished copies of approximately six 
photographs taken by Radio Station WDSU on this occasion and 

picked out an individual from among persons represented in 
these photographs as identical with the individual he saw at 

the Trade Mart during September, 1963 and added that this 
same individual was, in his opinion, identical with OSWALD. 

CORE continued to examine the photographs referred 

to and picked out a white male described by CORE below as 
being an- associate of OSWALD's on this occasion but added 
that he did not know the name of this individual. 

White 
Male 
6'1" 
175 pounds 



0 
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20 - 21 . 
Hair brown 
Pecularities - suntan 

CORE added that as he recalled only the two persons 
described were observed by him to pass out handbills on this 
occasion and he stated he saw no other person handing out 
these pamphlets. 

From among the persons pictured in the photographs 
which CORE observed he identified the following named persons 
and added that these individuals were present on that occasion 
as spectators of the activity at the Trade Mart: 

J. EHARA, identified by CORE as Japanese who operates 
an Import. Export Firm named Kasuga & Co., Ltd. on the third floor 
of the international Trade Mart, 124 Camp'Street, New Orleans, 
Louisiana (telephone number 525-7841). 

JOHN ALICE, Owner, John Alice & Co., Import Export 
Firm, International Trade Mart. 

Mrs. ISAAC DELORES NEELEY named by CORE as his former 
secretary and presently associated with the New Orleans Press 
Group, New Orleans, Louisiana. 

CORE stated that he poss4.bly observed the activity 
at this mart for approximately 20 or 25 minutes at the time 
in question and added that since he thought this information 
might be useful to the Federal. Bureau of Investigation, he 
then telephoned that organization and reported the nature of 
the activity described above. 


